Effect of Biofield Therapy in the Human Brain
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Abstract

Objectives: The effects of Okada Purifying Therapy (OPT), a form of subtle energy (biofield) therapy that originated in Japan, were investigated. Electroencephalograms and the Profile of Mood States scores were measured using a crossover design during OPT and placebo sessions.

Participants: Nineteen (19) healthy Japanese adults (mean age ± standard deviation: 40.8 ± 11.2 years; 10 females) with no previous experience of biofield therapy participated in this study.

Methods: Each session lasted 15 minutes. A single-blind, randomized design with a protocol consisting of regular cycles with eyes open followed by eyes closed was used. The power spectral value was calculated in θ (4.0–7.9 Hz), α (8.0–12.9 Hz), and β (13.0–29.9 Hz) frequency ranges.

Results: The power spectral value of the α band at Fp1, Fp2, F7, Fz, F8, C3, Cz, C4, and Pz increased significantly in the OPT session compared with the placebo session. Mood state was improved after both sessions, and no significant difference was found between the two sessions.

Conclusions: OPT was more effective in increasing α waves in the frontal and central cortex than a placebo treatment.

Introduction

Biofield therapies are considered to be complementary and alternative medicine. These types of therapies consist of practices based on subtle energy fields (also called biofields) and generally reflect the concept that human beings are infused with subtle forms of energy. Examples of biofield therapies include external qi (chi) therapy (EQT),2–5 Reiki,6 healing touch, Johrei,7 and Okada purifying therapy (OPT).10–12 One advantage of biofield therapies is that they are inexpensive compared with the costs of other types of therapy. Furthermore, there is evidence that biofield therapies are effective to relieve stress, such as daily life stress and the stress of patients receiving terminal care. The effectiveness of biofield therapies is indicated by reports of reduction in tension, anxiety, and pain.12 This type of therapy also appears to be useful as a complement to other types of medical care, because side-effects of biofield therapies are rare.

Few studies have examined the effects of biofield therapies on human physiology. The reason for the limited research is that it is difficult to establish the physiologic origin of biofield effects and to distinguish between a biofield effect and possible placebo effects. There have been a small number of electroencephalogram (EEG) studies on the effects of EQT that have compared it with placebo treatments. One (1) study evaluated differences in α and β waves and plasma cortisol between EQT and control (placebo) sessions.2 However, this study only analyzed the EEG for a 3-minute period of EQT, and changes in longer treatment periods were not investigated. Maltez et al.13 reported that recordings over short time periods significantly biased the estimation of the EEG parameters. They recorded EEG activity of 57 normal participants, with a protocol consisting of regular cycles with eyes open (5 seconds) followed by eyes closed (55 seconds) repeated during a 10-minute period. Neither of these studies of EQT discussed the localization of brain activity or reported whether their participants had received any type of biofield therapy in their past.

The physiologic hypothesis of this study is that biofield activities stimulate specific brain areas, and that the biofield energies are subsequently processed, allowing for differentiation of certain moods. This hypothesis assumes that when humans distinguish between pleasant or unpleasant stimuli, for example, this distinction is based upon biofield information transmitted to the autonomic nervous system, immune system, and the endocrine system. This provides a rationale for anticipating that biofield therapy can exert an influence throughout the entire human body. Based upon this hypothesis, the present study attempted to measure the effects of biofield therapy by using an electroencephalogram.
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The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of biofield therapy on EEG data using a crossover design consisting of therapy and placebo treatments, using a modification of Maltez’s protocol. The localization of effects was analyzed with 13-channel EEGs in participants who had no previous experience of biofield therapy.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Participants were 19 healthy, right-handed Japanese adults (mean age ± standard deviation: 40.8 ± 11.2 years; 9 males and 10 females) with no previous experience of biofield therapy. They were tested individually in two experimental sessions (a biofield therapy session and a placebo session). The Institutional Review Board of the MOA Health Science Foundation approved the study. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to taking part in the study.

Biofield therapy

OPT\textsuperscript{10–12} was used as the biofield therapy. OPT originated in Japan for the promotion of good health. OPT is similar to EQT,\textsuperscript{2–5} Reiki,\textsuperscript{6} and Johrei\textsuperscript{8,9} in that it appears to enhance patient health using bioenergy or qi. In OPT, a practitioner treats a patient using a modality that emits bioenergy, or qi through the practitioner’s palm, without physically touching the patient. It has been proposed that this technique stimulates natural healing abilities innately possessed by humans. In turn, this enhancement of such abilities results in better psychologic and physical health.\textsuperscript{10–12}

Mokichi Okada Association International, a nonprofit organization, has developed a certification system for the practice of OPT. The system enables both the training of OPT instructors and the certification of practitioners. Scientific studies of OPT have been recently reported.\textsuperscript{10–12}

In the present study, the therapist was a medical doctor (male, 65 years old) certified in OPT with over 10 years of practice in this field.

Procedures

Two (2) experimental sessions (OPT session and placebo session) were performed on different days at the same hour. The order of the two sessions was randomized across participants. Participants were not informed as to the type of experimental session, OPT or placebo, that they would be receiving. Prior to each session, the emotional states of the participant were measured using the Japanese language version\textsuperscript{14} of the Profile of Mood States (POMS).\textsuperscript{15} The POMS consists of 65 self-report questions, which evaluate six emotional states (anxiety–tension, depression, anger–hostility, vitality, fatigue, and confusion).

To ensure that participants were blind to the actions of the therapist, the participant sat on a chair facing a wall at a 1-m distance. The therapist sat on a chair behind the participant at a 1-m distance, such that the participant was unable to see the therapist.

The participant was instructed to open or close his/her eyes by signals from a headset connected to a PC. The therapist was instructed to start OPT or placebo sessions by signals from a headset connected to the PC. Participants were unable to hear the signals delivered to the therapist.

Both types of sessions began after the participant had been fitted with the EEG apparatus and had rested while seated on the chair with eyes closed for a period of 5 minutes. The experimenters observed the behavior of the therapist and the participant via video camera. The POMS was administered a second time after each session.

The OPT and placebo sessions

In the OPT session, the therapist conducted OPT to the back of the participant for 15 minutes. After the signal was delivered to his headset, the therapist began OPT by turning his palm toward the participant and concentrating on emitting biofield energy. The therapist was careful not to touch the participant or to make any noise. The participant performed a protocol consisting of regular cycles of opening the eyes (25 seconds) followed by closing the eyes (35 seconds), which were repeated throughout each 15-minute session. When the participant opened his/her eyes, s/he focused on a point on the wall at eye level. When the participant closed his/her eyes, the participant concentrated on receiving the biofield energy.

All conditions in the placebo session were identical to those in the OPT session, except that the therapist directed the OPT at himself for 15 minutes after the signal was received through the headset.

EEG delate recordings

EEG electrodes (Ag-AgCl, Digitex Institute Co., Japan) were placed at 13 locations on each participant’s head (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F8, Fz, C3, C4, Cz, T5, T6, Pz, O1, O2) according to the international 10–20 System.\textsuperscript{16} These locations were indicated using a marking cap. Each site was first cleaned with alcohol to reduce skin resistance, and then electrodes were filled with electrode paste (Elefix, Nihon Kohden Co., Japan) and placed on the appropriate sites on the marking cap. The reference electrodes were placed on the earlobe and the ground electrode was attached to the forehead of the participant. These electrodes were connected to a portable electroencephalograph (Plymate Ap100, TEAC Co., Japan). Electrode impedances were less than 50 kΩ. The EEG signals were collected online with a filter (band pass = 1.5 and 60 Hz, notch = 50 Hz) and digitized at 1 kHz using a Dell computer equipped with AP Monitor software (NoruPuro Light System, Inc., Japan). Data were analyzed offline using AP Viewer software (NoruPuro Light System, Inc., Japan).

Data analysis

Only the EEG data for the eyes closed were analyzed. The waveforms were visually inspected on a computer monitor to check for eye blinks and detectable eye movements. Portions of the EEG waveforms containing such artifacts were removed from the analysis. Then 30-second sequences of artifact-free recordings were extracted through a Hanning window for the periods that participants had their eyes closed. The power spectral value in the $\theta$ (4.0–7.9 Hz), $\alpha$ (8.0–12.9 Hz), and $\beta$ (13.0–29.9 Hz) frequency ranges was calculated using Fast Fourier Transformation. The mean of the power spectral values in the baseline condition was
calculated for the 5 minutes before each session. The power values of each session were subtracted from the baseline data.

Statistical analysis

The results were analyzed statistically using SPSS for Windows version 11.01 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL). Wilcoxon tests were used for statistical comparisons of group differences between the OPT and placebo sessions.

Results

Figure 1 shows the mean power spectral values in the $\alpha$ range at the 13 points for each session for 15 minutes. The baseline data indicate the mean power spectral value for the 5 minutes before each session. In the $\alpha$ range, the power values at $Fp_1$, $Fp_2$, $F_7$, $F_8$, $C_3$, $C_4$, and $P_2$ in the OPT session were significantly increased relative to the corresponding values in the placebo session. There were no significant differences for $\beta$ and $\theta$ waves between the two sessions.

Figure 2 shows the time course of the power values in the $\alpha$ range at $Cz$ between the two sessions for the eyes-closed condition. Relative to the power values in the placebo session, the power values in the OPT session showed a greater increase, beginning after 4 minutes of OPT. Moreover, there was a significant difference in power values between the two sessions at 5 and 9 minutes. There was no difference between the two conditions for power values in the $\theta$ and $\beta$ ranges at any point within these sessions.

Changes in responses on the POMS between before and after each session are shown in Figure 3. The OPT session showed significant decreases in scores for tension–anxiety (TA), depression (D), anger–hostility, and confusion (C), whereas the scores for vitality (V) increased significantly. In the placebo session, scores for TA, D, and C decreased, and the V score increased significantly. However, none of the emotional states measured by the POMS were significantly different between the OPT and placebo sessions.

FIG. 1. The mean power spectral values in the $\alpha$ range at the 13 points for each session for 15 minutes. $p < 0.05$, Wilcoxon test. OPT, Okada purifying therapy.

FIG. 2. The time course of the power value in the $\alpha$ range at $Cz$ between the two sessions.*$p < 0.05$, Wilcoxon test. OPT, Okada purifying therapy.

FIG. 3. Changes in responses to Profile of Mood States for each session. *$p < 0.05$, **$p < 0.02$, ***$p < 0.01$, Wilcoxon test between before and after each session. OPT, Okada purifying therapy. TA, tension–anxiety; D, depression; AH, anger–hostility; C, confusion; V, vitality.

Discussion

The results of this study indicated that the mean spectral power of $\alpha$ waves increased during OPT relative to placebo treatment. There was not a difference for $\theta$ and $\beta$ waves. There were no significant differences in emotional states measured on the POMS following OPT relative to placebo treatment.

In a previous study of EQT, Lee reported that EQT affected $\alpha$ and $\beta$ waves, plasma cortisol concentrations, and emotional states compared to placebo-treated controls. The increased $\alpha$ waves after OPT observed in the present study are consistent with Lee’s findings, although the specific brain regions involved were not in agreement with his recordings. Specifically, the following locations ($Fp_1$, $Fp_2$, $F_7$, $F_8$, $C_3$, $C_4$, and $P_2$) of increased $\alpha$ output differed from Lee’s previous study ($F_3$, $F_4$, $O_1$, $O_2$) for EQT. The current study...
also found no significant impact on 𝛽 waves as a function of the OPT session relative to the placebo session, which is not in agreement with Lee’s findings.

In this study, the EEG was analyzed over 15 minutes at 1-minute intervals when participants had their eyes closed. A significant difference in 𝛼 waves between the OPT and placebo treatments was found 4 minutes after starting each session, indicating that the OPT affected 𝛼 waves with a delay of about 4 minutes. In Lee’s study of EQT, 𝛼 waves were only measured for a period of 3 minutes. Therefore, it is possible that the time course of the recording period in Lee’s study was too short for 𝛼 waves to increase during EQT. Maltez et al. reported that this type of delay is particularly relevant for studies where short recordings are used, thus significantly biasing the estimation of the EGG parameters. The length of the analyzed segment in the present study was longer than in Lee’s study, and therefore, the authors consider that a sustained effect of OPT on 𝛼 waves was reliably demonstrated.

Both OPT and placebo treatment significantly improved positive emotional states. However, there was no significant difference in emotions assessed on the POMS between the OPT and placebo treated groups, suggesting that the participants could not distinguish between the two treatments in their self-report data. Therefore, it can be concluded that the participants were truly blind to the two procedures. By contrast, other studies have reported that EQT improves these kinds of psychologic states compared with placebo treatments. This study’s results are not consistent with these EQT studies.

The area where the 𝛼 power was increased by OPT was the central and frontal cerebral cortex. The authors propose that the central and frontal cortical brain regions may be related to the processing of OPT. In addition, it is suggested that humans receive biofield energies with the whole body, and then this information is transmitted to the frontal cortex through the somatosensory cortex. It is believed that this is the reason for the increased power of the 𝛼 waves in the frontal and central cortex recorded during OPT.

One limitation of the current study is that the protocol consisting of regular cycles of open and closed eyes might have reduced the effect of OPT. The authors plan to study the benefit of the protocol with additional measurement of other physiologic parameters, such as autonomic nervous function and endocrine function.

A multivariate analysis was not performed between electrodes in the OPT session and the placebo session to examine the synchronicity of responses in the cortex area. With additional participants, a multivariate analysis between electrodes in the OPT and placebo sessions could be performed.

In previous studies of OPT, about 70% of the participants report improvement for pain, autonomic nervous conditions, and emotional conditions. Also, OPT increases parasympathetic nervous activity. Therefore, it is considered that OPT provides benefits for improvement of diseases involving pain control, autonomic nervous conditions, and emotional conditions in a program of management using integrative medicine. The authors plan to study the benefits of OPT as part of integrative medicine in a variety of clinical sites, such as terminal care, rehabilitation, mental diseases, and chronic diseases.

Conclusions

OPT, a biofield therapy that originated in Japan, was more effective in increasing 𝛼 waves in the frontal and central cortex than a placebo treatment.
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